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Section A: Study Skills and Techniques
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Cornell-style Note Taking
● Some people find that using the Cornell-style of note taking very useful when

revising or taking notes (eg. when watching a video or reading text).
● In essence, it is a system of active note-taking in which you organise information

and create summaries or links to other topics and then review and test yourself.
● A good explanation video: The Cornell Note Taking System – Learning Strategies

Center
● As explained in Cornell Note Taking Method | Study Tips | UM at Fort Kent, notes and

summaries are structured on the page as follows:
1. Note Taking Area: Record information as fully and as meaningfully as possible.
2. Cue Column: As you're taking notes, keep the cue column empty. Soon after

reading/watching, reduce your notes to concise jottings as clues for Reciting,
Reviewing, and Reflecting.

3. Summaries: Sum up each page of your notes in a sentence or two.
● A4 pages are often therefore  divided in a way similar to the images below:

This format provides the perfect opportunity for the 5 R's of note taking an revising:
● Record in the main column as many meaningful facts and ideas as you can. Write

legibly.
● Reduce As soon after as possible, summarise these facts and ideas concisely in the

Cue Column. Summarising clarifies meanings and relationships, reinforces continuity,
and strengthens memory.

● Recite: Cover the Note Taking Area, using only your jottings in the Cue Column, say
over the facts and ideas of the lecture as fully as you can, not mechanically, but in
your own words. Then, verify what you have said.

● Reflect: Note summaries of key points from your notes and use them as a starting
point for your own reflections on the course and how it relates to your other courses.
Reflection will help prevent ideas from being inert and soon forgotten.

● Review: Spend 10 minutes every week on a quick review of your notes, and you will
retain most of what you have learned.

Sources: https://www.umfk.edu/student-success/academic-support/notes/, https://www.goconqr.com/en/examtime/blog/4-note-taking-strategies/
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Creating A Study Space
● Pick a place you are comfortable with spending a lot of your time.
● Don’t study in your bed or on a sofa otherwise your brain won’t switch off when

you're in this setting.
● Switch your phone off or onto Do Not Disturb and plug in some music (ONLY if that

works for you) or stay in a quiet place to keep focused.
● Fill your bottle of water and prepare your space before your study time to avoid

procrastination.
● Try and take short breaks between large chunks of your revision: Grab a snack,

reply to friends or refill your water.

Furniture and environment:

Desk or table
Chair or stool (comfortable!)
Lamp, if needed
Enough light
As quiet as possible
No phone (unless needed for revision)
Turn off notifications eg. WhatsApp
Water bottle (put the lid on!)

Equipment:

Pencils and pens for written work (and cartridges)
Highlighters
Calculator and Maths equipment
If possible, device to access Google Classroom, Drive etc,
Paper (A4 and A3)
Post-it notes
If needed, cards for flashcards
Pencil sharpener
Scissors
Sticky tape
Stapler
Glue stick
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Dramatisation: Using drama as study aid

Ideas and tips for Dramatisation

● If you are someone who likes drama and is good at remembering lines but not notes,
this could be useful.

● Essentially, by making key information about a subject into an interaction or
scenario might make it easier to remember if you write it like a script.

● Easiest to do with friends to pool ideas.

● Make it funny! You’re likely to remember the inside jokes you had in it that made you
laugh, which will make it easier to recall.

● Make sure to include necessary information - the website ‘physics and maths
tutor’ have great notes/flashcards etc so you don’t miss anything for maths, biology,
physics, chemistry, computing, economics, english and geography or even just BBC
Bitesize
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Essay words and phrases
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Flashcards: Making & Using Flashcards
How to use flashcards when revising:

● Make your own flashcards! There are plenty of flashcard apps and websites that
allow you to download pre-made flashcard decks and start studying instantly!
However, by making your own flashcards it will be easier to take the information in.

● Combine pictures with words. Adding pictures to your flashcards can make them a
lot more memorable, as lots of people tend to remember imagery a lot more than
they remember words. However, this does not mean you should replace the words
on your cards with pictures, use a combination!

● Write only one question/prompt on each card

● Break down any complex concepts, and divide them into multiple questions

● Say your answers out loud when studying: you can even find a partner to test you
on the key concepts with active recall!

● Study each flashcard from both sides: otherwise there is a chance you will only be
able to recall one side of the flashcard.

● Flashcards are most effective when combined with other methods, e.g. making
a quiz, writing explanations, taking a practice test or making mind maps.

Useful revision and study links and ideas for making
flashcards:

● Learning tools and flashcards - for free! Quizlet is a very useful website, it allows you
to create your own groups of flashcards and also use other peoples pre-made ones.
You can also download them to revise on the go!

● https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize BBC Bitesize is great for finding condensed notes and
explanations to write onto your flashcards.

● You can also use handmade flashcards if you prefer them to online/digital ones!

Teachers’ corner!
Here are some useful links to ways to make some effective flash cards from Mrs Freeman:

● How to Study Effectively with Flash Cards - College Info Geek
● 8 Better Ways to Make and Study Flash Cards
● 5 Ways to Make Flash Cards
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Learning Vocabulary

Ideas and tips for learning vocab:

● Use Quizlet, either create your own or, if MFL, use the premade sets by MFLTWGGS
● Make flashcards
● Subscribe to a word of the day site; you’ll be emailed a word with its meaning in

any language you choose
● Immerse yourself; watch films, listen to music, read articles in your target

language to get used to the sounds or the contexts words are used in
● Only learn the key words/phrases, it is more useful to know things that will come

up often well rather than vaguely understand a lot but be unsure
● Do a little every day as to not overwhelm yourself
● Learn clusters or phrases as it may be easier than singular words

Useful links for learning vocab:

● https://www.spanishdict.com/wordoftheday - Word of the day for spanish only, there
is an app that you can download as it is a dictionary as well

● https://www.transparent.com/word-of-the-day/ - Word of the day for Spanish,
German, French and more

● https://mangolanguages.com/ - for reading exercises that use relevant vocabulary
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Mind Maps

● A mind map is a diagram for representing tasks, words, concepts, or items linked to
and arranged around a central concept or subject using a non-linear graphical layout
that allows the user to build an intuitive framework around a central concept.

● A mind map can turn a long list of monotonous information into a colourful,
memorable and highly organised diagram that works in line with your brain’s
natural way of doing things.

● They can also be very helpful in identifying themes or links between ideas,
especially for essay-based subjects.

● A mind map is an easy way to note down thoughts organically without worrying
about order and structure.

● They allow you to visually structure your ideas to help with analysis and recall.
● They can be useful for:

○ Planning – From projects to essays
○ Organising – From shopping lists to daily to-do plans
○ Note Taking – From lecture notes to just capturing the next big idea you have
○ Studying – Mind Maps can be reviewed as a way to prepare for exams

Source: Mind Mapping - The Dyslexia Association

● BBC Bitesize useful tips on Mind Maps: Revision: mind map essentials
● Examples:
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Planning And Time Management 1

The best ways to plan and manage your time

PLANNING:
● Make long term lists, with what you need to have completed at the end of a few

months, then make smaller either week by week to dos, or daily to dos, so that you
have planned the scales, and so you know what you're working towards. This will
also help you with time management as you can prioritise what needs to be done

● Revision timetables don’t always work as you don’t stick to the timings, so writing
daily tasks for each day can be effective. For those that prefer timetabling and
scheduling, ensure you schedule either days or mornings/afternoons off.

TIME MANAGEMENT:
● Revising for many hours at a time isn’t effective. Your short term memory has a

limited capacity so it is better to do lots of smaller chunks than long hours at a
time

● A really useful way to manage your revision is Pomodoro’s technique:
○ 20 minutes of work, then a 5 minute break.
○ You can do 25 or 30 minutes of work depending on how long you can focus

for, but be brutal with breaks and stick to the 5 minutes).
○ After 4 repeats of 20 mins on, 5 mins off, you can take a 30 minute break.

This is a good way to structure small gaps of revision and longer days of
study

Useful revision and study links and ideas for planning and
time management

● Useful apps to keep your time limited and focused:
○ Focus Keeper (tracks your Pomodoro)
○ Forest (tracks your working time and keeps you off your phone)
○ Todoist (calendar/weekly and monthly revision planning)
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Planning and time management 2

Ideas and tips for planning and time management

Time management:

● Time management can be difficult, especially for revision, as there are a lot of
subjects, and content to revise

● To make it easier, try to give a set amount of time in the day for you to revise,
and you should start planning and revising as early as possible so that you can
revise effectively and in depth

A good idea to plan for revision is to make a time table:

● Split your subjects into the topics that need most time revising and those you know
well, spend less time revising the topics you know best.

● Do a set amount of hours for each group, e.g. 3 hours for the most time needed, 1
hour for the least per week

● Make a time table of which subjects you would do on which day. I suggest doing
the subjects you enjoy the most first, move on to the harder subjects and finish with
an easier subject.

● The timetable should have at most 3 subjects, with a 30 minute to 1 hour break in
between, and the subjects should be spread over 2 weeks, but that is entirely your
choice - see the other page for the Pomodoro technique.

● You don’t have to follow all of the instructions, everyone has their own style of time
management and planning that is easier for them, and you can do what you find the
easiest.

● Try to also divide your subjects into individual topics, and which topic will need
the most and least time, like you did with the subjects; you can make a time table for
that, but I find a checklist easier, but this is entirely up to you

I hope this was helpful for you: good luck!
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Practice exam questions: how to find & use
them

Ideas and tips for how to find and use practice exam
questions

➔ You can practise complete papers or just answer questions based on specific
topics (this is especially useful if it is one of your weaker topics)

➔ Try to complete all the questions without using any notes and then go back
through with the mark scheme and your notes. This will help highlight areas that
need more revision.

➔ Try to practise some papers under time conditions to help work on time
management skills

➔ Don’t rush over answers, try to take your time to fully understand them if you got
them wrong

➔ Looking at mark schemes is a good way to help learn exam technique and how your
answers need to be worded

Useful links for how to find and use practice exam
questions

➔ Physics & Maths Tutor - has a range of different subjects and exam boards with
questions sorted into topics

➔ Cognito Resources - has full past papers and questions by topics for the sciences
and maths

➔ Find past papers and mark schemes
➔ Some subjects will have past paper questions on google drive
➔ GCSE Past Papers & Questions by Topic | GCSE Revision - has questions from a

range of different subjects and exam boards
➔ Maths Genie - can search for different maths topics
➔ Corbettmaths - covers different topics for maths

➔ CGP exam practice books
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Videos: using videos effectively in revision
When revising for exams, videos can be a really helpful tool to use as extra support to
ensure you fully understand your topic or subject. However, you have to use them
effectively…

Best ways to revise:
● Make sure that the video/ videos that you are watching are from a reliable source.

Don’t waste your time watching videos that seem unreliable and are giving you
incorrect information.

● Pause the video and take notes as you go along. This can help you retain and
recall the information, improving your overall memory, and it will provide you with
another source of information to solidify your understanding of the subject.

● Watch more recent videos to ensure you are being given ‘up-to-date’ information.
You don’t want to be learning the wrong facts!

● Make sure you use your time effectively. Don’t use watching YouTube videos as an
excuse to scroll through your suggested pages. This will not help you with your
revision and you will be wasting your time.

● Subscribe to useful and reliable content creators, to ensure that any time they post a
new video, which could be useful for you, you will be notified. This is a great way to
subtly remind yourself to set aside time to revise, if you often forget.

● But the biggest tip is BALANCE. Do not overwork yourself because you will get
nowhere if you are burnt out. It’s easy to feel stressed due to all the pressure, but
your health is just as important.

Message from the Prefect: Keep going, Year 11s, you will get through this! It’s a lot of hard
work, trust me I know, but it’s so worth it and to know you have done your best, is the most
rewarding feeling. Remember to stay BALANCED. Work hard and take your exams
seriously, but you have to leave time to look after yourself too.

Useful YouTube channels for revision and study:

My video recommendations:
● Free science lessons (Science)
● Mr Bruff (English)
● The GCSE maths Tutor (maths)

Teachers’ corner!
Many of you like to relax by looking at streaming channels such as YouTube. It can be a
good way to gather information if you are tired of reading or need a change. Many
documentaries are available on BBC iPlayer too, as well as podcasts.

Be careful only to use reputable channels on sites such as YouTube and avoid reading
the “comments” as some can be unpleasant. Make sure you take a screen break of at
least an hour before sleeping.
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Well being - exercise and mindfulness
Ideas and tips for well being - exercise and mindfulness

Mindfulness:
● Notice the everyday
● Keep it regular
● Try something new
● Watch your thoughts
● Name thoughts and feelings
● Free yourself from the past and future

“Mindfulness isn’t difficult, we just need to remember to do it.”
Sharon Salzberg

Exercise:
● Reduces stress
● Improves mood
● Ability to think more clearly
● Releases endorphins
● Improves cognitive function
Examples:

● Go on a run
● Team sports
● Yoga
● Stretching
● Go on a walk
● Go to the gym

“Exercise not only changes your body, it changes your mind, your
attitude and mood”

Useful links for Well being - exercise and mindfulness
PositivePsychology.com: 22 Mindfulness Exercises, Techniques & Activities For
Adults (+ PDF's)
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Section B: Subject-specific links, tips and
ideas
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Art
Tips for success in GCSE Art

● Be proactive in class- focus purely on being present and focused in the room, push
any other exams and stress out of your mind while working practically to focus fully
on your intentions and decisions

● Keep all materials needed at school and make sure that you have everything you
need for each lesson and prepare it beforehand.

● Plan what you are going to do in the lessons at home so that you can maximise
your production time and keep the ideas flowing at home; this will allow you to get
straight on with the lesson when you arrive and not waste time.

● Document all processes and ideas at home to make sure that you consolidate and
develop them from the lessons and are not wasting any lesson time

● Be consistent with work- don’t leave it all until the weekend and try to finish it all at
once. This does not mean to say you can’t spend a long time on it, but it is better to
keep on top of the documentation as it comes along as it will help you develop
practical work as well as allowing you to spend time on other subjects consistently
Use the teacher’s deadlines as they are there to help and guide you, not to put
pressure on and stress. If you follow them your stress levels will be easier to manage
as the work will be done consistently
Follow the teacher’s structures and guidances, use the planning sheets and take
advantage of tutorials as they will be moments of your most productive thinking
Ensure you review and refine your work consistently throughout the course, acting
upon the feedback you receive from your teachers.
Create thorough artist analysis, making sure to use the prompts and focus on their
purpose and processes
Connect your ideas visually and verbally in order to make your body of work more
cohesive and powerful.

● Whilst the ten hour exam may seem daunting, it is one of the best and most
immersive parts of the course. The main thing needed to do well and enjoy the exam,
is to ensure that you have thoroughly planned. Make sure you know exactly what you
are trying to create, who and what is inspiring you and so on. It can be very helpful to
have a written hourly plan/schedule to manage your time and make sure you’re
staying on track.
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Biology
The best ways to revise Biology

● Read through notes, the textbook, revision guides (whatever you find to be most
helpful), then try questions from practice papers attempting all questions, and study
the mark scheme to see what they look for in specific questions.

● Go over notes, then use recall techniques such as mind maps or lists to see how
much you can remember about the topic.

● Get a friend or family member to quiz you on common questions or definitions that
often come up in papers.

● There is no need to spend valuable time writing out all of your notes, there are many
resources available already that you can use to revise such as flashcards, which are
helpful for short but often revision sessions.

Useful revision and study links and ideas for Biology

● Educake (Using the study guides and self tests for each topic and subtopic are great
ways to quickly recap all areas of uncertainty)

● Active Learn (making use of the tips and extra information boxes for a larger
understanding of the topic)

● Physics and Maths Tutor (prepared flashcards, all key definitions,
easy-to-understand notes on all topics and practice papers)

● YouTube (Cognito, Amoeba Sisters & Science with Hazel have really helpful videos
for any areas you may struggle with)

Teachers’ corner!
● Make your revision ‘active’ so you are thinking and challenging yourself.
● Remember to learn the key science vocabulary as part of your revision; examiners

will be looking to see you using these terms as part of your explanations.
● Google Drive has power points covering all of the GCSE course, check there if you

have any notes missing.
● Use our exam board (Edexcel) to find past papers and mark schemes.
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Chemistry

The best ways to revise Chemistry

● Make revision notes and flashcards after every topic, using CGP revision guides
● Try to condense your notes for a topic onto one page in a mind map so you can see

all the key points in one place
● Condense practicals into flashcards and back up everything you need to know

with a reason
● Instead of just going over notes, attempt practice questions
● Use the Specification and revision lists as a guide to find out what you really need to

know for the exam
● Google Drive

Useful revision and study links and ideas

● Questions on Physics and Maths Tutor
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-edexcel/

● Quizlet to make flashcards
● Summary questions on BBC Bitesize

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/examspecs/zy984j6

Teachers’ corner!
Use Physics and Maths Tutor (above) to do practice questions associated with the
material in the exam.

Make concise revision notes using revision guides.
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Computer Science
The best ways to revise Computer Science

● Make revision notes and flashcards after every unit
● Instead of going over notes, attempt practice questions- especially for coding
● Don’t really have to purchase revision guides as the notes Mr Chambers gives are

excellent (he’s incredibly nice and made the best, most concise yet detailed notes for
you)

● Ask your teacher for help if you need help
● Stay up to date on your written notes - these are incredibly helpful to revise from

and much easier to look at than a screen
● Practise coding in python - this will ensure your programming is correctly formatted,

so that even if you forget proper syntax during your exam, you won’t lose (m)any
marks since it’s pseudocode

● Explain to a friend or family member
● Revise 1.6 or 1.2 (part 1) since one will have the 8 marker
● Ask Mr Chambers to give you a booklet full of past coding questions that have come

up as practice is key when it comes to coding.

Useful revision and study links and ideas for Computer
Science

● Craig & Dave - YouTube channel that explains everything covered in the GCSE
● Physics and Maths Tutor - there are condensed notes, practice questions, and

flashcards for each topic
● Seneca

Teachers’ corner!
All Craig and Dave videos are now on drive, you can watch these at school or at home
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1VN9-m_oU3FS0gjMmW84sVc0NorzHUEpX?usp=s
haring
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Design Technology
The best ways to revise Design Technology:

The Design & Technology theory exam makes up 50% of the overall final grade.
While it is useful and important to have a good understanding of the actual content, it's best
to know how you can apply that knowledge to the question with a good explanation
that will allow you to achieve the best marks in the exam.
Some really helpful ways to revise:

● Taking notice of your surroundings is a great hands-on way to familiarise yourself
with the content and could help you understand concepts easier. For example look at
objects, architecture, materials etc. in your everyday life and think what is it made
from and why? How has this been made/any key manufacturing processes used?
And what is its purpose (does it solve any problems, or fulfil any important
functions?).

● Doing past papers is definitely one of the most useful strategies - it allows you to
familiarise yourself with the way questions are phrased and how you need to answer
them to gain top marks.

○ Look at mark schemes carefully to make sure you are using high level
terminology correctly and are writing enough information to gain the
marks.

● If you’re struggling to actually remember key ideas, a really useful way to do this is
through creating flashcards. You could write a prompt/question on one side and
then key, relevant information on the other. For example, you could write a
material name on one side and then write its properties, characteristics, some
advantages and disadvantages, and some examples of where it's used.

● Or if flashcards don’t work for you, another great revision technique for DT is that of
mindmapping, where you write everything you can remember down and then add
extra information in another colour.

Useful revision and study links and ideas for Design
Technology:

ENGINEERING - DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY - one of the most useful websites, gives a
clear explanation of concepts with lots of animations/images to help your understanding.
Free Homework & Revision for A Level, GCSE, KS3 & KS2 - searching ‘Design Technology
OCR GCSE’ gives a simple and quick overview of the whole course.
GCSE Design and Technology - OCR - super well known, similar to Seneca gives an idea of
the course.
The textbook is also a great tool as it's extremely detailed compared to some of these sites,
there are so many examples of how the content fits into the real world which is a really
important factor to implement into your exam answers.
GCSE design and technology resources | STEM - although most likely more helpful for your
non-examination assessment, this site also has in-depth information on some of the theory
side of things and is definitely worth the read, if time permits
GCSE - Design and Technology (9-1) - J310 (from 2017) - the exam board’s past papers for
GCSE- best way to nail a question is to practise it.
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Drama: The best ways to revise Drama:
● When learning lines for your devised and scripted pieces, it’s best to rehearse with

other people. But due to schedule clashes this is not always possible. Instead, you
can record yourself saying other characters’ lines and leave blank spaces where
your own lines are. Then, you can listen to it back and fill in the blanks.

● When it comes to monologues and other speeches, useful rehearsal techniques
include pausing after (almost) every word. While it may seem tedious at first, this
allows you to find deeper meaning in individual words and acknowledging what it
would be like if your character just stopped on that word.

● A useful technique for characterization is to find at least three things you have in
common with the character you play. Admittedly, this varies from character to
character and depending on who you’re playing, it may be easier or harder.

● When it comes to revising practitioners, flashcards are always a reliable option.
However, they don’t work for everyone. More interactive methods of revision may
include making notes on a topic and then turning them into a speech and learning
it like you would learn any other scripted lines.

● If you choose to and have the space, you could write key points on post-it notes
and stick them in places around your house or room where you’re likely to look
at them. When it comes to remembering these points in essays, you can visualise
the space that you are familiar with and certain places where the key points are.

● Discussions with other people are almost always useful when it comes to revising
just about anything. Talking it over with a friend or family member or even just saying
something aloud will help it to stick in your mind.

Useful revision and study links and ideas for Drama:

● GCSE Drama Specification Specification for first teaching in 2016 (aqa.org.uk) -the
exam specification can always be useful to look at for clarity

● GCSE Drama - AQA - BBC Bitesize -BBC Bitesize is always reliable when it comes
to revision, they have quizzes and tips on how to answer the written questions in
drama

Teachers’ corner!
When in doubt, head to the library and look for books on a topic. If you can’t find
anything, it may be worth checking websites like BBC Bitesize or asking your teacher
for any help with what you’re working on.
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Drama: Revising live theatre and set plays

For the live theatre section of  your exam:
● Create flashcards with the characters name and the corresponding actors name
● Remember the name and type of theatre this specific performance happened on
● Create a key words sheet for all your drama terminology, e.g. vocal and physical

skills, types of staging, practitioners, lighting, etc…
● Get friends to test you on characters, actors names and directors name

For the study of a set play section of your exam:
● Create flashcards with the characters names and relationships with each other
● Create a mindmap with the contexts/ stereotypes of the time period and try to think

about how they relate to the characters and their actions
● Create sets of flashcards for each character and list quotations and stage

directions under each of their names
● Stick post it notes with key quotes around your house

Useful revision and study links and ideas for drama
● This drama revision guide is really useful for collecting some keywords for physical

and vocal skills. It also has definitions of roles within the theatre such as director,
stage manager, etc GCSE DRAMA REVISION SHEET

● On Quizlet, all the official exam boards have put resources for GCSE Drama. Just
select your exam board and test out your drama knowledge! GCSE Drama Revision

● BBC Bitesize is always a good resource for any subject. For drama, it lets you revise
and then test yourself with their mini quizzes. Writing about drama and theatre -
GCSE Drama Revision

● It’s always helpful to test yourself using past papers, this goes the same for Drama!
● Drama GCSE Past Papers

Teachers’ corner!
● Re-read and make notes in your Crucible Script.
● Re-watch your chosen Live Production performance, and make notes on specific

moments.
● Have a question in mind when revising, reading ,watching - you could make a

mindmap for each question focus.
● Share your practice answers with a friend, can they perform it with the detail you

have given
● Detail each of the moments for each Crucible character, what are they thinking and

feeling? What physical and vocal skills could you use at this moment?
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Drama: Tips for devised drama

What Practitioner are you studying?
● Any practitioner chosen and stimulus should be researched in detail and explored in

your piece.
● Use the specific techniques associated with the practitioner.

Developing ideas
● It’s important to brainstorm all potential ideas and get everyone in your group

involved with putting forward ideas.
● Start by brainstorming: themes, characters, plots/stories, objectives and aims you

want for your piece.
● Then, do lots of research of particular themes or genres you’ve picked out.
● Think of key lines your character would say - write down a basic  script of lines or

words you want to include that you can work around.
● Then, get up on your feet and start to block movements - start with a sequence or a

beginning position/stance.
● Do research into the types of characters you’ve created and assigned.
● Use hot seating or role on the wall (by asking questions and answering in character

you can become familiar with your character).

Sound and lighting
● Are you adding music or background noise? How does this elevate your piece? Is it

symbolic? Why are you adding this? When are you adding this?
● What lighting is being used? Why? Does a particular colour of lighting or sound effect

represent a character?
● All important questions to think about - helping to refer to your devising process.

Useful top tips
● Keep good communication with your group - arrange suitable rehearsal times.
● Write down any notes throughout the whole devising process. What’s changed in

your piece and why? What effect does this give? - taking lots of notes makes it easier
to refer to when you are writing your devising log.

Useful links for help with the devising process
Devising - GCSE Drama Revision - AQA: BBC Bitesize - lots of support for devising drama,
practitioners and tips for devising logs.

Drama | Subject content | Devising drama: The AQA website is useful for reminding you of
the whole drama specification and provides important details of what your devised piece
must include.
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Economics

The best ways to revise Economics

● Definitions are a key part of the test, so make a list of key ones (using the keywords
from the textbook) and try to learn a few each night

● For questions that use a formula (e.g. 6 markers), write out the formula and then
practise it with different questions, ensuring that you never stray from the method so
that you can collect all the marks

● Practice graphs by looking at one from your notes, try to memorise it, then cover it
up and draw it from memory, then fill in any parts you missed using a different
colour

● Ensure that you practise multiple choice questions often as these make up a
large proportion of the marks for the papers and can be tricky, but if you can do them
quickly and accurately it frees up time for the rest of the paper

● Make sure that you are revising each topic in an evaluative way, so that you are
able to answer six markers that come up (as there are quite a few), and if you can do
every topic to that level of detail, then you should be able to do the short answers
relatively easily

● Create mind maps for topics to give an overview and make it easier to remember
lots of information

Useful revision and study links and ideas for Economics

● Mr Black’s YouTube channel was used by the current Year 12 in lockdown, so has
some videos targeted at different topics which may be useful - ‘Mr Bee’s Economics
Videos’

● Physics and Maths Tutor have practice papers and mark schemes (you don’t have
to stick to just our exam board, but be wary that others will have a slightly different
specification and potentially different style questions)

● Tutor2u has some useful resources

Teachers’ corner!
Mr Black - there are few resources available for Economics GCSE as it is not a very
widely taken subject nationally, however some include:

- Tutor2U which is mainly aimed at A Level, but does have some GCSE content as
well

- Some of BBC Bitesize has some useful resources
Ms Reynolds

- Keep up with reading the textbooks as you go through the topics.
- There has only been one OCR exam since major changes to the format but there

is some practice material available on the OCR website. Check it out!
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English
Ideas and tips for Essay Tips

● Make a plan!
Making an essay plan is a very key and important part for writing an essay. It allows
you to have a clear structure and idea of where your essay will go and how you will
form it. It will help you along the way, so you’re not having to rearrange or waste time
later on.

● Get a clear introduction
The introduction to an essay can arguably be the most important to perfect. It should
give a clear and simple acknowledgement of what your essay is about, but not be too
long or ramble on

● Topic sentences
These are really good to help structure and plan your essay. By identifying key
topics, you can use each one to begin each paragraph.

● Answering the question
This may seem obvious but it’s very easy to just write everything you know without
actually answering the question asked. Make sure you know what you're being
wanted to write about and then decide what your strongest conjecture is.

● Arguing both sides of the argument
This will not only help develop your own argument by countering, but it will also show
a wider range of understanding of the question/statement. It will make you as a writer
appear more enriched and knowledgeable.

● Referring to the text
Referring back to the text using quotations and implications deepens your
understanding of what you're talking about. If you don't have any of this it can show a
lack of understanding and wont link your points together.

● Referring to literary devices
Analysing words and phrases the writer uses shows skill within your essay. It’s useful
to know technical terms as you can use them to analyse and explain within your
essay. Key technical terms to know for English: metaphor, simile, personification,
imagery and the 3 tenses.

● Writing a conclusion
This is the final paragraph of your essay and should tie all of your arguments and
counter-arguments together. It shouldn’t be a summary, as that is what your
introduction was for, but can also be another place to just repeat your final verdict.

Useful links for essay tips

● PhysicsAndMathsTutor - I know the website name may scare you, but it has a lot of
useful essay examples and ways to construct essays in their English section.

● Youtube - Mr Bruff and The English Teacher are two very helpful channels with great
explanations.
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English Literature
The best ways to revise English Literature

SHAKESPEARE and PROSE:
● Create character profiles- include brief descriptions/personality/language used and

how others view them and how they impact the plot
● Create theme mind maps/posters- include key quotations and how the writer shows

this theme eg. language used or imagery created
● : Features of the text used by the author/playwright eg. dramatic

devices/setting/light and sound/stagecraft
● Create a brief plot timeline of the play- break down into key moments within each

scene/act/
POETRY:

● Create a list of possible themes that could link poems together then write
comparison tables or paragraphs- ask your teacher if they are able to give you
feedback on them.

● Annotate the poem in terms of language, imagery, structure and sound devices
used (helpful when writing an essay as you can then focus one paragraph on
comparison of language used followed by one on imagery created etc).

UNSEEN POETRY:
● Annotate in a similar style- find some past papers online and do some exam style

practice.
BOTH:

● Find past papers (online or ask your teacher if they have resources)- practise writing
on a time restraint

● Learn a select number of quotations that will work for a number of questions
that could come up (you realistically won't be able to learn lots!)

Useful revision and study links and ideas for English
Literature

● BBC Bitesize- plot summaries and character analysis
● Digital Theatre+ watch variety of film/play adaptations (ask English/Drama teachers

for login)
● Physics and Maths Tutor- past papers and analysis and links to useful videos/films
● Mr Bruff- summary videos of plot and character and theme analysis (YouTube)
● York Notes Study Guides
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French
The best ways to revise for French

● Watch French films or series on Netflix! It helps to immerse yourself in the
language and pick up new vocabulary.

● Listen to French radio or music.
● Use Quizlet to memorise key words or phrases.
● Test yourself with your friends.
● Practise grammar regularly to gain confidence
● Change your phone’s language into French via the settings.
● Try to speak French as often as you can - it builds a lot of confidence and

improves your accent and quick thinking skills when answering questions.
● Write down every new word that you come across that you think might be

helpful.
● Create flashcards of key phrases or colloquial sayings to add them into your

writing.
● Practise writing the structure of your sentences regularly.
● Create a list of key information for each topic.
● Try to learn all of the key tenses that you will need to use
● Create spider diagrams
● Make some practice paragraphs
● Do some past papers!

Useful revision and study links and ideas for French

● Quizlet: MFLTWGGS has many different sets of vocabulary
● BBC Bitesize: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/examspecs/zr8bmfr
● Youtube: https://youtube.com/c/EasyFrench
● Français Authentique – YouTub

Teachers’ corner!
● A lot of resources are available in the French GCSE file on Google Drive!

Audio files, grammar documents, reading documents, vocabulary
documents and many more are all available! Most of it is specified to
different modules so that you can pinpoint the specific topics you would like
to study.

● There are also lots of resources available on BBC Bitesize.

● Use Quizlet, either create your own or, if MFL, use the premade sets by
MFLTWGGS.
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Further Maths

The best ways to revise Further Maths:

Practice questions

Make equation sheets to memorise from

Practice papers/past papers

YouTube revision videos

Revision cards

Useful revision and study links and ideas for further maths

Textbook questions

https://corbettmaths.com/more/further-maths/

http://www.mrbartonmaths.com/students/aqa-level-2-certificate-in-further-mathematics/

https://quizlet.com

https://www.drfrostmaths.com/course.php?coid=684

Teachers’ corner!
Mr Nugent says: Don't forget there are plenty of resource materials to be  found on the
Google drive. Check this link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1HRGS943tGe_LZSIO0r8bdWj6B9WeqRO9
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Geography
The best ways to revise Geography

● CREATE YOUR OWN FLASHCARDS for CASE STUDIES
● Use pre-made flashcards to refresh knowledge of a topic. Make sure you don’t write

too much information on one card or it will be difficult to recall.
● CREATE A MIND MAP (especially for linking ideas in 8,12 and 16 markers)

○ Use a different colour pen eg: Red for the initial idea or keyword, blue for facts to
expand, green for linking ideas in the topic and purple for assessment.

○ MAKE SURE YOU HAVE FACTS from your case studies for your long answers.
● BRAIN DUMP: Write everything you know about a topic then fill in gaps with your

notes or a revision resource in another colour to highlight what you don’t know and need
to review.

● USE THE CORNELL METHOD: a summative method mostly used for note-taking.
● TRY EXAM PAST PAPER QUESTIONS: after you feel comfortable with the content,

make sure to look at the mark scheme AFTER not DURING, save these until close to
your final exam or they will be wasted and there is a limited supply.

● COMPOSE A KAHOOT OR QUIZLET to try with your friends when revision gets boring.
● Use a CGP guide, try the questions on each page or the summary questions at the

end of each chapter. Don’t just read an entire chapter without testing yourself.

AVOID: REWRITING YOUR NOTES WORD FOR WORD OR READING THE TEXTBOOK
WITHOUT ANY ACTIVE RECALL. YOU WILL FORGET THIS INFORMATION IN THE
LONG TERM and it is a waste of your time.

Useful revision and study links and ideas for GEOGRAPHY

● https://geography-revision.co.uk
● https://revisionworld.com
● Physics & Maths Tutor
● 9-1 GCSE Geography

Teachers’ corner!
● We shall be releasing a revision booklet that breaks revision notes down into

achievable sections - filling this in has always been beneficial.
● We highly recommend variety in your revision, please make sure you allow time to

verbally ask questions with friends (try and make these more than one word
answers, as explaining out loud helps you to think about your arguments) - you can
use the revision cards to help here.

● Make sure you refer to the topic checklists to ensure you have covered the full
range of ideas.

● Start early and have an organised, yet realistic revision plan.
● Be proactive at seeking help if you need it!
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German

The best ways to revise German

● Practise vocabulary in short time periods but frequently to allow it to stick.
● Use online resources e.g. Quizlet or Linguascope
● Ask one of your friends or family to test you if they have a free minute.
● Only pick a small amount of words to learn every night but practise them

thoroughly
● Write small post-it notes and dot them around in your room or kitchen with grammar

points.
● Make little songs or acronyms to help you remember
● Pick a suitable YouTube video in German with English subtitles on the relevant topic

you’re studying.

Useful revision and study links and ideas for German

● Linguascope
● Languages online
● Quizlet
● BBC Bitesize
● Babbel
● Watching short youtube videos
● Seneca Learning

Teachers’ corner!

● Always ask for help either in the lesson or send your teacher a quick email asking
if you’re unsure

● Only spend the allocated time to do your work, don't overload yourself
● If stuck, use online translators, such as deepL and LEO online dictionary or a

Collin’s dictionary, but do not rely on them.
● Watch a children’s TV show in German (such as Peppa Pig) to be able to hear

the language and let it sink in
● Use Quizlet, either create your own or, if MFL, use the premade sets by

MFLTWGGS
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History
The best ways to revise History

● Write your notes using the Cornell method: The Cornell Note Taking System –
Learning Strategies Center

● Read over your notes in your exercise book to gain a better understanding
● Create condensed revision notes
● Use revision cards for keywords/ facts
● Create a timeline of key events
● Find mark schemes from past papers
● Read examiner’s reports from past papers
● Do as many past paper questions as possible- ask your teacher for feedback!

Useful revision and study links and ideas for History
● Edexcel website (past papers and mark schemes): Edexcel GCSE History (2016)
● Your textbook and exercise books (for detailed notes)
● Seneca Learning (do brief overviews on Spotify that you can listen to)
● Use revision guides for brief notes (‘My Revision’ or ‘CGP’), but make sure it is for

Edexcel!
● Use BBC Bitesize (for extra information, videos, tests etc)

○ Elizabeth: Elizabeth I - GCSE History Revision - Edexcel
○ Germany: Germany - GCSE History Revision - Edexcel
○ Medicine (BUT different exam board so choose topics on the Edexcel Spec

and fill in any gaps not covered in this link!): Changes in health and medicine,
c.1340 to the present day - GCSE History Revision - WJEC

○ Medicine/Western Front in WWI: What was life like on the front line in World
War One?

● Quizlet is very good for making online flashcards - can be shared with friends
● Excellent Elizabeth YouTube revision channel: The History Teacher
● Excellent History teacher YouTube revision channel (Elizabeth, Medicine Through

Time and Germany): worcesterjonny

Teachers’ corner! Tips from Mrs Freeman include:
● Tell someone else (even if it is your cat or hamster!) about the events and topics

that you have studied! It helps cement the knowledge in your mind.
● Turn revision topics into a question e.g. “What were the greatest challenges for

Elizabeth when she came to the throne?” rather than “Elizabeth’s challenges”. This
makes it more interesting AND more evaluative.

● Be creative, create a “podium” of the top three factors/causes/effects and be able
to explain why, draw up mind maps and colour code them into themes.

● Write profiles of key events or people in outlines that help you remember them
e.g. Medicine Through Time: write Jenner’s key info into an outline of a cow!

● Write, write, write. Don’t just learn loads of facts, apply your knowledge to
questions, making questions up if you need to!
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Maths 1
The best ways to revise Maths!

YOUTUBE TUTORIALS
There are so many helpful channels on youtube to help you get your head around topics
you’re struggling with! Before doing a paper you should always refresh yourself on the topics
you struggle with using this method.

PAST PAPERS
Exam style questions are always worded differently to how they are in a textbook. Similar
questions will also reappear in your GCSEs from past years so this method is amazing for
getting used to the examination concepts.

CGP BOOKS
If you’ve marked a past paper and there was a certain topic you didn’t excel in, using
revision guides will give you bitesize questions and concepts to help build up your
confidence and understanding.

FLASHCARDS
Use these to help remember formulas that aren’t given to you in the exam. There will be a
sheet of required formulas linked below.

Useful revision and study links and ideas for maths-

YOUTUBE CHANNELS-
GCSE maths tutorials, TL Maths, Maths Genie

PAST PAPERS
https://www.mathsgenie.co.uk/papers.html (comes with model answers)
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/exams/past-papers.html

FORMULA SHEET
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/GCSE/mathematics/2015/misc/gcse-mat
hs-formulae-sheet-a5.pdf

Teachers’ corner!

Mr Nugent says: Don't forget there are plenty of resource materials to be found on the
Google Drive!
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Maths 2
The best ways to revise Maths

● Do lots of practice questions and practice papers. Make sure you try to do them
under exam conditions so that you get used to the time pressure and do not peek at
the answers until you’re completely finished. Then correct your paper and note any
topics in which you got questions wrong, making sure you fully understand where
you went wrong and why.

● Write down any equations, formulae and exact values you need to remember on
flash cards or one sheet of paper so that they’ll all be in the same place (for
example, circle theorems or exact trig
values).

● Talking of those nasty [Editor: they’re not
really nasty :0)] exact trig. values, why not
make revision easier and practise using the
identities by learning the triangles they’re
derived from instead?

● Use videos to build on your understanding.

● Go through your specification and highlight any topics that you don’t feel confident
with to focus on at a later date.

Useful revision and study links and ideas for Maths

CorbettMaths.com
Corbett Maths offers lots of extremely helpful videos, and practice questions on every topic
imaginable at GCSE level. The videos are perfect as they’re not too long (around 2-4
minutes) and demonstrate the key content by going through some possible questions that
may come up. Corbett Maths is also really good for Further Maths too.

Physicsandmathstutor.com
Physics and Maths tutor has a lot of previous practice papers from all sorts of different exam
boards. It is very easy to use and all the mark schemes are there to check your work after.

Both of these websites are completely free to use!

Teachers’ corner!
The best form of revision is doing past paper practice (there are plenty to choose from on
the google drive). However, there aren’t an infinite amount so try not to use all of them in
revision for your mock exams as you’ll have none to do in preparation for your summer
exams! Also, don’t forget about Maths Clinic in the Chalet every Monday lunchtime-
there’s always a teacher and an amazing L6th Maths Prefect there to help you.
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Music
The best ways to revise Music

● Pick your pieces as early as possible so that you can practise and know them really
well.

● Choose a piece that is at an appropriate level for you that you can perfect it; it does
not have to be Grade 8 standard if that is not right for you.

● Listen carefully to the set works and practise comparing them.
● Annotate your anthology in detail.
● For composition, again, start early and listen to the teachers’ advice.
● Listen to other works in the style of your composition, which match your brief.
● Learn your keywords thoroughly e.g. create flashcards.
● Do plenty of practice papers, refer to the mark scheme and examiner’s reports.
● For essays, get to know the criteria/instruments that you need to refer to.
● Practise essay skills, such as “PEE” in every paragraph. Check your work back to

make sure that you have used the key words and technical terms. See the separate
section in this Guide for essay tips (in the English section) and useful words and
phrases.

Useful revision and study links and ideas for Music

● Make a Spotify playlist with all your pieces.
● The Music Department’s revision book is brilliant; do use it!
● GCSE Music - Edexcel - BBC Bitesize: very useful for revision.
● Watch live performances on YouTube of your pieces.

Teachers’ corner!

● Make sure you fully understand all of the keywords you've written in your
anthology.

● Do ask your teachers if you have any questions - no matter how 'silly' they may
seem!

● Listen to all of your set works ON REPEAT - not just your favourites!
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Physical Education

The best ways to revise PE

● Use flashcards for your theory work (you can make these yourself or use
online/premade ones) Flashcards are a quick and easy way to help with your active
recall of a topic.

● Use a revision guide such as the CGP Physical Education Revision guide. Revision
guides are helpful for when you may need a different explanation of a topic to help
you understand better or for when you just need more simplified notes on a topic.

● Use practice papers. Not only do these help with your recall of information, they
also help you to develop suitable exam technique skills. This not only helps for PE
but is helpful as the techniques translate into other subjects too!

Useful revision and study links and ideas for PE

● CGP GCSE Edexcel Physical Education Revision Guide (Grade 1-9)
● CGP GCSE Edexcel Physical Education Revision Question Cards (Grade 1-9)

(Pre-made flashcards that contain content and questions to test yourself)
● Quizlet.com (you can find lots of revision notes on here)
● Seneca Learning (alternative to Quizlet)
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Physics
The best ways to revise Physics

● You need to find a sweet spot/ the right balance between thoroughness and speed.
Don’t spend too long on the first topic otherwise you will run out of time!

● At the start of revising a topic, skim read through your notes, the textbook and
study guides. Summary notes, definitions and mind maps on
physicsandmathstutor are useful.

● Do some past paper questions. Questions sorted by topic on physicsandmathstutor
● Now use a revision guide + resources above to revise the details. Do this with a

sense of purpose otherwise it will take too long.
● Do lots of past paper questions. Questions sorted by topic on physicsandmathstutor.

This should take up much of your time.

Useful revision and study links and ideas 
● Educake – you can make your own tests
● Seneca – a great online resource enabling both learning and testing
● Active Learn Skim read at the start of revising a topic, paying more attention to the

difficult bits. The extra information boxes are also useful
● Physics and Maths Tutor

Edexcel GCSE Physics Revision - PMT
This is an excellent resource organised in topic order. It includes:

● Summary notes – read these first
● Mind maps
● Definitions – useful to learn key terms and know what they mean
● Flashcards
● Past paper questions – you should spend most of your time on these

● BBC Bitesize GCSE Physics (Single Science) - Edexcel
● Google Drive Physics 9-1GCSE for past papers, revision powerpoints and topic

resources (incl most of the sheets – you could do some of these again)
● YouTube eg Freesciencelessons, Doodlescience, Physics Online

Teachers’ corner! Mr Mahon says:
● Don’t rely on the equations sheet in exams. If you don’t know any equations you

will spend a vast amount of time reading the sheet and deciding which one to use.
By learning the equations, not only does it save time but it also greatly increases
understanding of the concepts. A good way to start a topic is to learn the
equations. Give yourself 5 minutes to skim through the topic and weed out all of
the equations. Spend another 5 minutes learning them. In 10 minutes you can
learn all of the equations for a topic!

● Also, make sure you know the unit prefixes ie n, μ,m, k, M, G
● Lastly, please don’t start your revision by rewriting your notes. This may take

all of your revision time and you will end up with a copy of what you already have!
At this point, you will realise that you haven’t revised anything yet! Making short
summaries is different as you are thinking and sorting. However, you are
better off using pre-prepared resources to save time.
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Religious Studies
The best ways to revise RS!

● The revision guide is especially helpful and gives you concise, easy to manage
notes and information to go through and is especially useful if you don't like making
notes!

● Learning how to answer and structure the questions you are going to answer is
equally as important. For example, know how to structure your 15 markers as well as
the 6 markers. Look at older mark schemes and see what kind of content and
structure they are looking for and practise practise practise! If you are still confused,
have a look at tips in your revision guide or textbook or ask a teacher.

● Make a short list of quotations to use for each topic, for example make a short list
of bible quotes that you can use, make them short (a few words or short sentences)
so it’s easier to remember.

● Know the key terms! For example, learn the parts of the synagogue and how to
spell them. It just demonstrates your knowledge and will help you gain easy extra
marks then trying to explain them without knowing the word - however you may want
to do this when you don’t remember the word, it’s better than writing nothing!

● Once you feel you have revised a topic thoroughly in whichever way works best for
you, try to do a mind map without looking at your notes on everything you can
say about the topic and afterwards fill in what you didn't write down or remember
and then you can focus in the areas you're not as strong in.

● From the Prefects: Try not to stress yourself out too much; you'll do great!

Useful revision and study links and ideas for RS

● BBC Bitesize is especially useful in RS to give you some extra notes that you may
not find in the revision guide and your notes as well as this it includes videos such as
showing you the inside of a synagogue to really understand what you're learning.

● MrMcMillanREvis is a great Youtube channel for christianity beliefs and teachings if
you prefer to watch a video rather than reading your notes textbook over and over

● On the Google Drive in the RS Shared Drives there are some helpful older exam
questions you can practice with on philosophy and ethics from a Christian
perspective.

Teachers’ corner!
● From the wise words of Dr Ward himself, write your notes out but continually

condense them into a few words for a sentence so you have to fill in the rest of the
sentence with the knowledge you already know and through continuing that you
will slowly begin to remember the key words and sentences that are useful to use.
(  From the Prefects: Remember this is not gonna work for everyone :) )
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Spanish
The best ways to revise Spanish

There are 4 components for the Spanish GCSE exam: Listening (25%), Reading (25%),
Writing (25%) and Speaking (25%). Make sure that you are comfortable with all these
different areas as they are all as important as each other.
REVISING FOR LISTENING:

● Use past practice papers, revise key vocab to listen out for
● Immerse yourself in the Spanish language by watching films and listening to music to

tune your ears to the language
REVISING FOR READING:

● Try to read as much Spanish as possible
● Use practice papers and again look at key vocabulary to enhance your

understanding
REVISING FOR SPEAKING:

● Find key phrases that you are able to apply to any questions
● Create possible answers to questions and practise them

REVISING FOR WRITING:
● Look at grammatical structures and revise them
● Use vocabulary lists to enhance your knowledge

KEY REVISION TECHNIQUES:
● Make vocab lists for each topic and go over them regularly
● Memorise key words and phrases that can be applied to any aspect of the course
● Know your grammar structures well in order to not make mistakes
● After each topic create a summary of useful information
● Use past papers to practise your understanding

Useful revision and study links and ideas for SPANISH

Seneca | GCSE Spanish Revision (senecalearning.com) - Seneca Learning, good for
checking topic knowledge and use of different vocab
Spanish | Revision World - Access to topic specific vocabulary and topic information, as well
as past papers
Home Page || Conjuguemos - Free access for grammar tests in any tenses
Learning tools and flashcards - for free! | Quizlet - Vocab specific practice

Teachers’ corner!
● Use the material on the Google Drive as there are lots of past questions and

revision resources
● Don’t leave revision to the last minute!
● Use Quizlet, either create your own or, if MFL, use the premade sets by

MFLTWGGS
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https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/blog/gcse-spanish-revision/
https://revisionworld.com/gcse-revision/spanish
https://conjuguemos.com/
https://quizlet.com/en-gb

